Auditory magnetic fields from the human cortex. Influence of stimulus intensity.
The late averaged magnetic field evoked by contra- and ipsilateral auditory stimulation is recorded by means of a SQUID magnetometer from both hemispheres in four normally hearing, right-handed male adults. The stimuli consist of 1 kHz, 500 ms tone pulses with intensities from 5 to 85 dB HL and averaging is based on 60 sweeps. Stimulating the right ear the averaged magnetic field from the left hemisphere is approx. twice as great as that from the right hemisphere, whereas stimulating the left ear no difference in magnitude is found. The amplitude input-output functions are steeply rising near threshold and more shallow at high intensities. The responses from contralateral stimulation are approx. 9 ms earlier than those from ipsilateral stimulation with no interhemispheric difference.